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This paper develops and implements a technique for estimating a model of the bid/ask spread. 
The spread is decomposed into two components, one due to asymmetric information and one due 
to inventory costs, specialist monopoly power, and clearing costs. The model is estimated using 
NYSE common stock transaction prices in the period 1981-1983. Cross-sectionaI regrzsion 
analysis is then used to relate time-series estimated spread components to other stock _%xzacteris= 
tics. The rest&s cannot r&ct the hypothesis that si8nGant amoiij of NYSE common stock 
spreads are due to asymmetric information. 

Most economic models of asset pricing assume that the impact of transac- 
tion costs on pricing is minor. Although this is arguable and relmains, em- 
pirically, an open question, most investors consider transaction costs very 
important in making portfolio management decisions. This may largely ex- 
plain the substantialinterest in ‘microstructure’ models of the bid/ask spread. 

One such model is the asymmetric information model. This model breaks 
the spread into two components. The first allows market-makers to generate 
revenue from a seemingly random order flow to cover inventory costs, clearing 
fees, and/or monopoly profits. This component may be called the transitory 
component, since its effect on stock price time series is unrelated to the 
underlying value of the securities. The second component arises because 
market-makers may trade with unidentified investors who have superior infor- 
mation. When such asymmetric information exists, informed traders profit by 
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submitting orders that will be correlated with future price changes. Rational 
market-makers in a competitive environment widen the spread beyond what it 
would otherwise be to recover from uninformed traders what they lose (on 
average) to the infamed traders. The additional widening of the spread is 
called the adverse-sefectim component because the market-makers face ad- 
verse selection in their order flow. This model was 6rst suggested by Bagehot 
(1971) and was later formally analyzed by Copeland and Galai (1983) and 
Glosten and Milgrom (1985). 

Althou@ the asymmetric information model is important for explaining 
tramactions costs, it is also an important hypothesis about about how private 
information in the order flow becomes impounded in prit~~ In the Glosten 
and Milgrom (1985) model, the adverse-selection spread component is equal to 
the revision in market-maker expectations of stock resulting from the submis- 
sion of an order. When someone submits an order to buy (or sell) stock, the 
uninformed market-maker, knowing that the order might be information- 
motivated, revises his expectation of the future stock value upward (or 
downward). Smce the revision in expectations, conditional on the type of 
order received, can be anticipated, the rational market-maker incorporates it 
into his bid and ask prices. One of these prices will subsequently be obseived 
when an order is filled. 

The practical and theoretical interest in the asymmetric information spread 
model suggests empirical research. In this paper we propose, estimate2 and 
cross-validate a two-component asymmetric information spread model. The 
results do not reject the asymmetric information theory. Although other 
models discussed below may also be consistent with the results, we believe 
there is substantial empirical evidence in favor of adverse-selection spreads. 
Thcz remainder of this introduction describes how our model and methods 
differ from and are similar to those in previous studies. 

Our estimates are obtained directly from transaction price time series. 
Recognition that the bid/ask spread is r&lee&d in time-series properties of 
transiction prices is not new. Several characteristics of the relation between 
the bid/ask spread and transaction price behavior have been examined by 
NiederhoEer and Osborne (1966), Cohen, Maier, Schwartz, and Whitcomb 
(1979), Blume and Stambaugh (1983), Roll (1984), and French and Roll 
(1986). These papers assume that the entire bid/ask spread is due to factors 
such as specialist rents, inventory carrying costs arising from risk aversion or 
other factors, and/or transaction costs that the specialist must pay. These 
factors expl;rin the transitory spread component, which causes price changes to 
be negatively serially correlated. 

Unhke these other researchers, we also model the adverse-selection compo- 
nent. In contrast to the transitory component, this component, which is due to 
the revision of market-maker expectations, does not cause serial correlation in 
our model. It has a permanent effmt on all future prices, in the sense that 
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subsequent prices net of the transitory component may go up or down but on 
average they will stay the same. Glosten (1987a) shows that serial COV&UI~ 

spread estimators like that implemented by Roll (1984) do not estimate the 
total spread if some part of it is due to adverse selection. Fortunately, &e 
differential time-series properties of the two components a!lows us to estimate 
them separately using transaction price series. 

Our estimation model allows the adverse-selection spread component to 
depend on order size. Easley anal O’Hara (1987), Kyle (1985), and Glosten 
(1987b) have theoretical models th& suaest this component should increase 
with the quantity traded (because well informed traders maximize the return 
to their perishing information). Our empirical results do not reject this 
prediction. The estimates therefore provide some evidence of the extent to 
which spreads depend on or&r size. Although there are other reasons noted 
below why spreads potentially depend on order size, theoretical predictions 
and our empirical evidence suggest that at least part of the order size 
dependency is due to asymmetric information. 

Our study is related to the block trading investigation of IIolthausen, 
Leftwich, and Mayer-s (1987). They measure the temporary and permanent 
price effects of large-block transactions on the New York Stock Exchange. 
Interpreted within the asymmetric information mode& their estimate of the 
permanent price change corresponds to an estimate of the adverse-selection 
spre2td component for large transactions, while the temporary price change 
corresponds to the transitory component. Our model and methods allow us to 
estimate ths spread for small as well as large trades. 

Our investigation is also related to research reported in Ho and Macris 
(1984) concem.b.~ i-0 spread estimation from options market transaction data. 
Although their model of transaction price changes is similar in spirit to ours, 
they concentrate on the effect that (risk-aversion-induced) inventory cost has 
on the location of the spread while ignoring the adverse selection spread. We 
concentrate on the latter while largely ignoring the former. 

The econometric method used to estimate our model is similar to that used 
by Harris (1986) in his study of discrete prices. This likelihood method permits 
spread estimation from time-series prices that are unidentified as to bid/ask 
classification. In t his respect, the method is similar to the serial covariian~e 
moment method in that both identify the transitory spread component from 
,price reversals. Unfortunately, discreteness-induced errors in the variables can 
also cause negative serial correlation, and as Harris noted. thereby bias spread 
estimates. To demonstrate the importance of the problem, we estimate our 
model taking into account the discreteness problem and also ignoring it. As 
expected, discreteness has a significant absolute effect on the transitory corn- 
ponent estimates. The effect, however9 appears to be uniform in cross-section. 
Accordingly for reasons of cost, we ignore discreteness in our cross-sectional 
analyses. 
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The model cross-validation analysis we present at the end of this paper is in 
the same spirit as the analyses of Benston and Hagerman (1974) (B&H) and 
Branch and Freed (1977) (B&q. In this cross-sectional regression analysis, we 
relate the time-series estimated spread components of 250 NYSE common 
stocks to a number of other stock characteristics. The asymme*%c notation 
spread theory provides sign predictions for the regression coefficients. These 
pr~ctions are compared with the regression results to cross-validate the 
thecry and our time-series estimation methods. 

Our ~0~~~~0~ analysis differs from those in B&H and B&F in several 
important respects. First, since we have estimates of both spread components, 
we cm separate the effects of various variables. Second, the transactions data 
give us access to better independent variables. In pa&u&, while B&H had 
to use a proxy for a market activity measure and B&F had only the total daily 
volume, we have two additional variables: average trade frequency and aver- 
age trade size. Spreads may be di&rent if a giveu volume is the result of 
numerous small transactions or a few large ones. These extra variables 
therefore potentially offer more explanatory power, Third, we use spread 
estimates obtained from actual transaction data, whereas B&H, B&F, and 
other authors use quoted spreads. Estimated spreads will dif&r from quoted 
spreads when limit orders are crossed with market orders or when floor traders 
are making market. Fmally, we use simultaneous equations method% to esti- 
mate our regressions. Many of the right-hand-side variables, such as trade 
volume, simultaneously depend on the spread components. 

This paper is organ&l as follows. Section 2 introduces our two-component 
spread model and discusses the estimation technique. The empirical results are 
presented in section 3. Subsection 3.f discusses the data, subsection 3.2 
discusses the time-series estimation results, and subsection 3.3 analyses the 
cross-sectional properties of the spread estimates and compares them with 
results from previotzs studies. The paper concludes with comments on the 
stations of our technology and su~~tions for further research. 

This section briefly presents our two-component asymmetric information 
spread model and describes the estimation method. We omit finer details 
abottt S&C ~mo&l Imotivation, derivation, and estimation. These can be found in 
C&ten and Milgrom (19851, Glosten (1987a), Easley and O’Hara (1987), Kyle 
(1985), and Harris (1986). 

We first present a general two-component asy&mmetric information spread 
-model in which a number of alternative assumptions about spreads and price 
evolution are nested. A specification search, describeA ;- u U section 3.2, suggests a 
parsimonious model that is used iz~ the cross-sectiona! analysis of section 3.3. 
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Observed prices in our model are determined from ‘true’ prices by adjusting 
for the costs of providing liquidity service and then rounding to the nearest 
eighth. The following notation is used: 

Pp = observed price of caption g, 
K = observed number of shares traded in transaction t, 
r = observed time between ~~~o~ t - 1 and t, 
P# = unobserved price that would have been observed if there were no 

rounding to discrete one=eighth v&es, 

Q* = unobserved indicator for the bid/ask class&&on of Pp( = +t if 
transaction t was initiated by the buyer (ask) and = - 1 if by the seller 
(bid), 

M? = unobservd %ue’ price, which reflects Su publicly available information 
immediate& foilowing transaction t (this price includes any information 
revealed by that transaction), 

% = unobserved ~ova~on in ‘true’ prices bet~een transactions t - 1 azd t 
due to the amival of public information, 

L3 = UMlbsenred ~v~~~tion spread ~rn~~~t at lotion r, 
Cr = unobserved transitory spread component at transaction t. 

Our general two-component asymmetric information spread model is given 
bY 

111, = nr,_r + e, + QJ?, (7’rue’ price process), - (la) 

4 =m*+ Q*C? (Unrounded price pror es@, (lb) 

Pp = Round(p,, f> (Observed price process), (W 

4 =z,+z& (Adverse-selection spread component), (IdI 

G = co + $4 (Transitory spread component], (W 

et - iidNormal 
( fl( T), f2( q)l T,) (Public information imrovation), (W 

where zo, zI, co, and ct. are constants and fi and f2 are currently unspecitied 
functions with f2 :, 0. 

The ‘true’ price ~ovations are of two types. The first, e,, is due to the 
anival of public information, while the second, Q,Z,, the adverse-selection 
spread, is due to the revision in exertions ~~~~o~~ on an order arrival. 
Assuming Zt is positive, buy orders cause ‘true’ prices to rise by Zt while sale 
orders cause them to fall by - Zt. The adverse-s&ction spread has a ’ perma- 
Nan%’ efFect on prices since it is due to a change in expectations. 

The unrounded price is obttined from the ‘true’ price ~JJ adding or 
subtr~~g C*, the transitory spread component. This component lets market- 



makers generate revenue by ‘buying low and selling high’ on average. It causes 
price changes that reverse on average. 

The observed price is obtained by rounding the unrounded price to the 
nearest one-eighth. The rounding is a purely statistical assumption designed to 
capture an obvious feature of observed prices. 

As we noted in the introduction, the adverse-selection component is ex- 
pected to be a positive function of order size. To allow for this possibility, we 
adopt a linear specification for 2,. For symmetry and to allow for possible 
economies or diseconomies of scale in the provision of liquidity services, we 
also adopt a linear specification for Ct, the transitory spread component. 

‘True’ price innovations due to the arrival of public information follow the 
process described in (If). The assumption that they are serially independent is 
essentially an assumption about the rationality of market-makers. If there were 
any serial correlation in the location of the spread, an entering market-maker 
could profit by incorporating this information into his quotes. We allow the 
drift term, f,(q), and the variance term, 42(q), to be a function of elapsed 
*G.me ‘betweti trades. The conditionaI normality assumption is suggested by the 
mixture of distributions hypothesis [see Clark (1973) and Harris (1987)] 

It is useful to express eqs. (la)-(le) in terms of the observed price change, 
D,. Define the round-off error to be 5 = Pp - Pt = Round(&) - PI. Then 

= Q,C, - Qt-&-1 + Qtz, + et + rr - ‘t-1 (2) 

= co(Qt - Qt-1) + c,!QX - Qt-K1) 

+zoQt+zlQtFI,+et9rt-r,_,. 

Evaluating this expression for Qt_i = 1 and Qt = - 1 gives the round-trip 
price change for a sale that immediately follows a purchase of equal size. The 
absolute value of this quantity may be interpreted as a measure of the effective 
spread. Its average value (azuming that et and rt have zero means) is 
2ct + zt. 

The effective spread should be distinguished from the quoted spread, which 
is the amount paid by a fully uninformed trader. The quoted :;pread is 
2Ct + 22,. This quantity differs from the first because it is an unconditional 
measure of the spread. Intuftively, the trader who initiates an immediate 
buy/sell combination is not fully uninformed at the time of the sell, because 
he knows he originated the previous buy. 
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q. (2) can also be used to show that even though we allow both the c and 
2 components to depend on tlae number of shares traded, all of the parame- 
ters in the model are identified. If the Q’s were observed, (2) could be 
inefficiently estimated by ordina-y least squares.’ As long as there is variation 
in the number of shares traded, all parameters (including the drift in et,) are 
ident&d. To the extent that observable data are sticient to identify the Q’s, 
the mcdel remains identified. Our likelihood estimation method obtains i&n& 
fying information about the Q’s from tii.le-series context. Since &e tr,ansitory 
component causes price changes Po 3z negatively correlated, information about 
the Q’s can be inferred from price reversals. (The adverse-selection component 
does not cause price change autocorrelation). 

Our method of estimating (2) follows that presented in Harris (1986). The 
likelihood function, conditional on the unobserved round-off errors, (rt j, and 
bid/ask class&ations, ( QI ), is the product of 2’ normal densities of ( e, ), 
where T is the number of time-series observations on Dt. We obtain an 
average likelihood function by integrating the conditional likelihood over 
diffuse prior distributions for the unobserved variables. The result is then 
maxim&l to obtain point estimates of the parameters. 

Uniform distributions decked on [ - k, &] are used to integrate out the 
round=off errors. The uniform distribution is used because it is a diffuse 
distribution and because Gottlieb and Kalay (1985) show that the roun&off 
errors are asymptotically uniformly distributed. Although the round-off errors 
in the theoretical model are not independent, we integrate over independent 
priors to keep the estimation computationally tractable. Since simulations 
show that the procedure consistently estimates knom population parameters, 
it is unlikely that the use of independent priors signiCztntly biases the results.* 

The bid/ask classification variables are integrated out over independent 
Gscrete distributions that assign equal probabilities to both outcomes. This 

diEuse statistical speci!!lcation is chosen because it *gives the data the greatest 
latitude to imply values for the bid/ask classification variables wi*&in the 
likelihood prcsced~ure, and because it is tractable. Its use in the estimation 
method should not be confused with any theoretical assumption or prediction 
of our model for the bid/ask order distribution. Although we reco@e that 
the bid/ask quote mechanism and the bid/ask order distribution are jointly 
dependent, our model provides no theoretical specification for this distribu- 
tion. Since simulations show that our procedure consistently estimates known 

‘OLS estimation would be inetlicient because of the grind-off errors and because the variance 
of e, might depend on T. 

2Exact computation of the sample probability function is impossible because it involves an 
(N -I- l)-fold integral over the continuous ranges of the round-off errors. Approximate numeric 
evaluation is acz~mplished by assuming that the round-off errors take discrete values witbin their 
ranges. We use a lattice of five equally spaced points. Simulations suggest that virtually no 
additional benefit comes from using a finer lattice. 
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population parameters even when the order flow is serially correlated, it is 
unlikely that the independent priors signigcantly bias the results. 

To give the reader a feel for the data and some intuition as to how our 
estimation routine works, fig. 1 presents a time-plot of actual transaction 
prices for Alcoa Ahtminum on December 1, 1981. The discreteness of prices 
and bid/ask bounce are both very apparent in intradaily prices. A cursory 
examination might’ suggest *&at most prices can be readily classified as bid or 
ask prices. Our estimation procedure obtains information about bid/ask 
classification by averaging the likelihoods associated witb all possible se- 
quences of {Q,}, taking into account trading volumes. The sequences that 
casual guessing would identify as being most probable have likelihood values 
*&at are orders of rzagnitude greater thy those of other sequences. They 
therefore have the most influence on the estimates. The attractive feature of 
this procedure is that it is able to rigorously organize information about the 
difficult-to-classify observations, such as those continuations that occurred at 
about 11:45, 2:15, and 345. 

Before considering the empirical evidence, it is useful to consider the 
difference between our model and the Ho and Macris (19g4) inventory-theo- 
retic spread model. Ignoring the effects of discreteness, the latter model can be 
written (in our notation) as 

Q=c(Q,- Qs_J -b(I,-I,..I) +e,, 
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where 1, is market-maker inventory just before trade t and b measures the 
responsiveness of the spread to inventory changes. Assuming that the special- 
ist takes the other side of every trade gives I8 - It-i = - Q-,4_ i, so that 

Dt = c(Qt - a,-,) + bQ,-A-I + et- 

In contrast, our model with ci = z. = 0 and ignoring discreteness is 

o,=co(Q,- Q,d +z~Q,t:+e,. 

(4 

(5) 

Although both inventory and adverse-selection considerations lead to 
changes in bid/ask prices, there are two differences between them. The 
obvious difference is in timing. In the inventory model, volume has a lagged 
effect on bid/ask prices, whereas in the asymmetric information model, 
volume has a contemporaneous effect. The subtle difference lies in the perma- 
nence of the volume effect. In the inventory model, bid and ask prices are 
adjusted by market-makers to maintain their target inventories. A&er a large 
buy (sell) order is tilled, the bid and/or ask prices are raised (lowered) to 
increase the probability that the next order will be a sell (buy). The distribu- 
tion of QI therefore depends on lagged Q, and on lagged c. The target 
inventory adjustment mechanism insures that the cumulative effect of volume 
on prices is transitory. That is, partial sums of {Q,?} regress toward zero. In 
the asymmetric information modeb the adverse-selection componerii repros 
sents a revision in price expectations, con&ion~S on the order. These revisions 
are permanent in the sense that partial sums of {Q,V,) do not regress. 

Although price-setting mechanisms will in general aafect the serial properties 
of the order distribution, nothing in the asymmetric information model forces 
this distribution to be serially independent. It is therefore possible that both 
inventory-theoretic and information-theoretic considerations detetie 
spreads. In particular, inventory-theoretic considerations probably better ex- 
plain the transitory component, while the information-theoretic considerations 
explain the contemporaneously correlated permanent component. Our model 
contains both transitory and permanent components, but we focus ptimdy 
on the latter, deferring to additional future work the integration of the two 
concepts. 

3. Empirical results 

In this section, we first describe the data. Section 3.2 presents estimates of 
the spread components under a variety of parametric assumptions. Since 
estimation is expensive, we examine only 20 common stocks. The most 
parsimonious model that yields reasonable estimates is then analyzed further. 
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Table 1 

Cross-se&o& summary statistics characterizing the specification sample consisting of the first 20 
NYSE common stock chosen in alphabetical order by ticker symbol. Each of the 20-s?ock time 
series consists of 800 transactions starting opi l&ember 1,1981, with daily opening transactions 

deleted. 

Time series attributes 

Cross- 
SCCtiOd 

summary 
StAStiCS 

Number Price 
0: price level 
&UlgCS (9 

Average 
time 

between 
trades 

(minutes) 

Market value 
December 1981 

($millions;Y 

Average 
daily 

share volwe 
(thousands) 

Mean 6% 20 37 444 30 
Standard 65 11 18 8114 43 

Maximum 784 * 37 61 3308 150 
3rd quartile 750 28 52 402 42 
MedialI 703 16 38 60 8 
1st quartile 632 10 22 38 4 
Minimum 5% 7 8 10 2 

This cross-sectional analysis examines the estimated spread components of 250 
stocks. 

3.1. Data 

We use transaction by transaction data supplied by Francis Emory Fitch, 
Inc. The data base consists of a time-ordered record of every common stock 
transaction on the NYSE for the fourteen months between December 1,198l 
and 9anuary 31, 1983. For the model specification search we u?c the first 20 
firms in alphabetical order by ticker symbol, and for the model validation 
study we use the Crst 250 fh-ms. 

For each stock, we examine a time series of 800 succesr;ivi: prims beginning 
on December 1,1981. S~~KX opening prices are frequendy determined by a call 
auction, we otit them. This breaks the time series iuto 2 series of truly 
successive price changes, where D is the number of days spara?eca by the 800 
price~.~ The largest and smallest numbers of successive price changes analyzed 
in the specification sample are ?84 and 596 (table I). These correspond to 
approxi,mately three weeks of trading for the most actively traded stock and 
ten months for the least actively traded. 

Also reported in table 1 are statistics summarizing the cross-se&Lana! 
characteristics of the specification sample. There is cansiderab!e variation in 
mean price levels, volumes, trade frequencies, and firm sizes. 

?‘he average likelihood for a given stock is computed as the product of the average likelihoods 
of each of the B dwp ~gxmaed by the data. 
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Included in our data set is the number of shares traded in each transaction. 
Many of the larger transactions are at-rang& OK the tloor. The prices of these 
block trades reflect information available at the time of the agreement, and not 
necessarily all information available at the time the trade was crossed on the 
floor and recorded by Fitch. To avoid giving too much weight to such 
nonsynchronous prices, we truncate the number of shares traded at lG,ooO. 
That is, if Fitch recorded a trade of 20,000 shares, we use the truncated figure 
of 10,000 shares for our analysis. The maximum truncation frequency in the 
specification sample was 3.4446, while the median frequency was only 0.6%. 

To identify a parsimonious specification that captures the spread effects and 
leads to estimates that conform to our prior expectations, we estimate the 
model under a number of varying assumptions. Almost all possible combina- 
tions of the following alternatives are examined: 

(a) mean and variance of e, linear in q versus constant, and 
(b) various zero restrictions in the linear specifications of the two spread 

components. 

In addition, the estimates are computed with and without price discreteness. 
Several considerations tiuence our specification decisions. 

The mean an? --: Ante specification of e, depends on whether returns. are 
stationary in ~+;k time or transaction time. The latter might be more 
a.ppropriate for ‘microstructure’ a&ysis, since Harris (1987) presents evidence 
suggesting that the or&r &-PP rate is proportional to *he number of informa- 
tion generating events. 

The asymmetric information theory suggests that in the linear SpeciEcation 
of the adverse-selection component, Zt = z0 + z&, the constant should be zero 
and the slope positive. The latter prediction is discussed in the introduction. 
The former can be-understood by considering the effect of a small trade. Since 
such a trade is unlikely to have been initiated by an informed trader, it should 
cause little revision in expectations. This implies that the a&--qe-selection 
spread should be insignificant for small trades. 

Theoretical considerations concerning the specification of the transitory 
component are ambiguous. Although cost considerations suggest that the total 
transitory component should be positive, the sign of the volume coefficient, cl, 
depends on whether the per-share co st of supplying liquidity services is 
increasing, constant, or decreasing in transaction size. If ths cost is constant, 
co wili be positive and c1 will be zero. If it is increasing, as inventory models 
s~sest, ri will be positive. If it is decreasUle “1 La ;=- * l if there arc substantial fixed 
costs of filling an order, cr will be negative. We let the specification search 
determine the best model. 
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As noted in the introduction, estimates of the transitory spread comjionent 
are potentially sensitive to discreteness. Modeling the discreteness should yield 
more accurate estimates. 

Examination of the specification search results suggests that the model with 
zo=ci =0 and with constant e, mean and variance, estimated without 
accounting for discreteness, is the most useful specification for further analy- 
sis. This is the most parsimonious model that captures the essence of the 
asymmetric information spread theory, and that yields reasonable, economi- 
cally feasible estimates. Several results from the specification search are worth 
discussing. 

When z. is simultaneously estimated with zi and co,, only three of twenty z. 
estimates have asymptotic t-ratios (derived from the Hessian of the maxim&d 
average lik&hood function) larger than two, and of these, two are negative 
and one is positive.’ This evident+ m and olur theoretics1 prediction that z. 
should be zero support our tinal specification. 

The specification in which co, cr, and zr are jointly estimated, while z. is 
constrained to zero is interrting because of its relation to inventory adjust- 
ment models. This specScation (ignoring discreteness), 

D, = c,(Qt - Qt-1) + c,iQ,v, - Q,-,t;-1) + z1QrY + et, (6) 

is a linear transform of 

D, = co(Q, - Q,_,) + bQ,-IV,-, + zQtvt + er, (7) 

with b= - ci and z = zi + cl. The latter is our adverse-selection spectication 
with an ad hoc inventory adjustment term added in. Only three of twenty of 
the b estimates in this parameter&ion have t-ratios greater than two, two of 
which are negative. Overall, only eleven estimates are negative, as the inven- 
tory model predicts. In contrast, fourteen of the z estimates have t-rkos 
greater +&an two, all positive as predicted. Only one estimate is negative. 
Moreover, the z estimates in this model are nearly identical to those obtained 
whel B [or cl of eq. (a)] is constrained to be zero. Collectively, these results 

41n discussing the signs oE individual estimates, it is proper to note there is a very limited sense 
in which the parameters are not fully identified when the {Q, 1 are not observed. If the vector 
(co, c,, 20, 21) m aximizes 
the assignment of 

the likelihood, then so too does ( - co, -cl, - r,, - zr ). This is because 
- 1 to bid prices and 1 to ask prices is arbitrary. Our estimation ,method 

generally yields estimates with signs that conform to the usual convention (- 1 = bid, 1 = ask), 
given our theory. This is due to the sign of the vector of starting values. When the sifgns of the 
maximizing values are negative or are difficult to interpret, we appeal to economic theory to 
choose the best vector sign co+stent with *L 
take into account estimater 

-. .-e usual sign convention. For these rare decisions, we 
I--TAOS when making the decision, giving the mos: weight to the 

parameters with the greatest dgnificaacc. iii 2st:m . . ..ating our final specification in the 20.stock 
sample, we found only,one .security for which co and q were both significant and opposite in sign, 
and this was only for the estimates obtained when ignoring discreteness. 
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su&sst that the vohune dependency of the spread is mostly due to the 
adverse-selection component. The transitory component in this sample is 
nearly constant in volume. We therefore apply the principle of parsi~~ony and 
restrict cr to zero for further a.~aIyses.~ 

Panel A of table 2 summa&es the cross-sectional distributions of our fmal 
spread component estimates in the specifrcation sample. For reference, results 
are reported for both discreteness estimation alternatives. The average dollar 
spread for a round-trip transaction of V shares is 2(c, + z,V). In this sample, 
the average round-trip spread for a trade of 1,000 shares (discreteness mod- 
eled) is 2(0.0242 +- O-0133) = $0.075. For a lO,OO0&are trade it is 2(0.0242 + 
0.0133 * 10) = $0.31. These results show that in comparison with the transitory 
spread component, the adverse-selection component is economically sign&= 
cant for large trades but not for small ones. 

AB of the tl @iscreteness modeled) estimates in the specification sample are 
positive with 12 of the 20 having z-ratios that are signScantly different from 
zero at the 1% level. Not surprisingly, the cross-sectional sample mean esti- 
mate of z1 is also signikantly di.Eerent from zero. Sii results are obtained 
when discreteness is ignored. This suggests that adverse selection is important 
in determinin g spreads. It does not trouble us that eight zl estimates are 
insignitkantly Merent from zero, because adverse sekction is not necessarily 
a sign&ant problem for all stocks. The cross-sectional analysis in the next 
subsection shows when the problem is most serious. 

As predicted, the transitory component estimates, co, are quite sensitive to 
whether or not discreteness is modeled in the estimation process. The individ- 
ual estimates are lower in 19 of 20 cases when discreteness is modeled. The 
average tr estimate, however, is relatively insensitive to discreteness. 

Unfortunately, the estimation procedure is an order of magnitude more 
costly when discreteness is modeled. This is an important mnsideration for 
our cross-sectional analy sis, since we wish to examine 250 stocks. Although the 
level of the co estimate is very sensitive to whether or not discreteness is 
modeled, co estimates obkned ukg the two a!te_matives are highly correlated 
in cross-section (0.71), as are the q estkates (0.88). In the interest of 

SCondder an ad hoc specification that contains a transitory term, an hi3iiSji km, and an 

adverse-selection term, each a function of volume: 

4 = co(Q, - QM) + CI(Q,~ - Q,-K.,) + bQ,-,K-1 + z,Q,K + G. 
SilXE piSzEEt~l.S Cl, &, and zl in this model are not all joiatly identified, additional prior 
information is necessary for estimation. Ho’s and Stall’s I %i tiiodel (which does not consider 
asymmetric information) smests that b may be apprezimately twice q (OU zotation). Substitut- 
ing this relation into th.k ad hoc specification yields 

0, = c&Q, - QH) -b (b/2)Q,-K, + (zI f V2)QX + ell 
which is another reparameterization of (6) and (7). Empirical results iF this parametetikation are 
identical TV those described for q. (7). In particular, b (and hence cl) is near zero, while q is 
signifik:aatly positive for most securities. 
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Table 2 

The cross-sectional distribution of estimated adverse-selection and transitory spread components 
in the 20-stock specification sample and the 250&o& model validation sample. The two samples 
consist of the first 20 and 250 NYSE common stocks chosen in alphabetical order by ticker 
symbol. The stock time series each consist of 800 transactions starting on December 1,1981, with 
the daily opeGng transaction deleted. The model is D, = ce( Q, - Q,- *) + zrQ,V, + e, + r, - q- l, 
where D, is the transaction price change, Q, is an unobserved (- 1,l) indicator of bid and ask 
prices, k; Ss trade size, co is the transitory spread component, zl is the adverse-selection 
component, e, is the unobserved innovation in true prices due to public information, and r, is 
unobserved round-off error due to price discreteness. The total spread for a round-trip transaction 
of V thousand shares is 2(co + zIV). The model is estimated using likelihood methods described 
in section 3.5. Estimates obtained i.gnoring discreteness are computed assuming that ah r, are zero. 

-.. - 
Discreteness ignored Discreteness considered 

Trat¶&ry Adverse+&ction Transitory Adverse-selection 
component component component component 

(&Fare) (s/share~l& share lots) ($are) (s/sbare/l& share lots) 

Mean 
StWhd 
r-statistic 
Nsigatl% 

N positive 

MaXilltum 
3rd quartile 
Median 
1st quartile 
Minimum 

0.0444 
0.0245 

7.29 
15 

19 

0.0948 
0.0690 
0.0422 
0.0256 

- 0.0030 

Panef A. 2sstock specification sample 

0.0113 0.0242 
0.0073 0.0244 

6.74 4.33 
11 9 

19 17 

0.0280 0.0659 
0.0138 0.0408 
0.0098 0.0236 
0.0071 0.0963 

-0.005 - 0.0177 

0.0133 
0.00‘71 

8.11 
12 

20 

0.0290 
0.0156 
0.0119 
0.0081 
0.0027 

Mean 
Standard 
t-statistic 
N sig at 1% 

N positive 

MilXilltWl 
3rd quartile 
Median 
1st quartile 
Minimum 

0.0465 
0.0255 

28.87 
210 

Panef B. 2SSstock validation sample 

0.0102 
0.0126 

12.89 Not computed 
170 

239 222 

0.0984 0.0878 
0.0637 0.0136 
~.0503 WI75 
0.02% 0.0028 

- 0.0377 - 0.0071 

economy, we therefore perform the cross-sectional validation tests on esti- 
mates we obtain ignoring discreteness. Given the high cross-sectional correla- 
tion, we believe that valid inferences can be drawn from the simpler estimates. 

To determine whether the specification sample adequately represents the 
250.stock validation sample, we coXected statistics sumrn~ariing the cross-sec- 
tional distributions of the spread component estimates in the latter sample 
(table 2, panel 8). Comparison with panel A shows that the two samples are 
quite similar. The mean co estimate is 0.0444 in the 200stock sample and 
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0.0465 in the 250~stock sample. For the z1 estimate, these means are 0.0113 
and 0.0102. 

3.3. Cross-sectional analysis 

The asymmetric information spread theory provides a number of cross-sec. 
tional predictions relating the two spread components to other stock character- 
istics. We examine these predictions using estimated spread components for 
250 stocks. 

The analysis has two interpretations. If we accept the asymmetric informa- 
tion spread theory, these cross-sectional investigations provide evidence of 
whether the estimates we obtain from our time-series model actually contain 
information on the concepts we claim to be estimating. Alternatively, if we 
accept that the time-series estimates ze estimates of contemporaneously 
correlated transitory and ‘permanent’ components in the stock price innova- 
tion process, these cross-sectional analyses provide evidence of whether these 
components can be interpreted as spread components within the asymmetric 
information context. Of course, since neither conditioning argument is know% 
tests in this cross-sectional analysis are joint tests of the time-series estimates 
and of the asymmetric information spread theory. 

Our cross-sectional model consists of four simultaneous equations. The first 
twa explzin the two spread components in terms of a number of variables, one 
of which is trade frequency. Since trade frequency is probzbljr itself a function 
of the spread, it is modeled in the third equation. The fourth equation, trade 
size, is included for interest. The entire s::fstem is jointly estimated using 
agpropriate simultaneous methods. 

Rather than modeling the absolute spread components we examine them as 
a percentage of price. This speci&tion, whic,h Branch and Freed (1977) also 
use, focuses attention on the economic significance of the spread to a trader. 

We begin by discussing &termia~ts of the transitory spread component. 
Ho and Stoll (l%l) consider an inventory-j,heoretic model in which security 
risk and transaction frequency determine risl:.=aversion-induced inventory costs. 
In a competitive market, these costs are recovered through the transitory 
spread component (Ho and Stoll do not considcr an asymmetric information 
environment). The higher the security risk and the more time between trades, 
the higher the transitory qread sho~uld be. *G!e adopt these predictions. As a 
proxy for security risk, we use the weekly rctum standard deviation calculated 
over the prior eleven months ( IKKU)).6 As a l~roxy for trade frequency, we use 
the inverse of the average number of trades per day (INVNf). Adding an 

6Branch and Freed (1977) argue that firm-specific risk is the appropriate risk measure. The 
analysis of Ho and St011 (1981), however, suggests that total risk is appropriate, and we adopt this 
formulation. A weekly rather than da.iIy or intradaily measure is used because the tr%%itnry 
component is a source of total price variation. Using the weekly standard deviation minimiies the 
fraction of the risk mearsure &at can he explained by Q/P. 
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error term yields the first equation in our model: 

q-,/P = a,, + a,INVNT + a,WKSD + e,. 

‘Ihe dependent variable in the adverse-selection component equation 1.s the 
average adverse-selection spread paid on a typical trade: z1 times the average 
number of shares traded per transaction, divided by the price level (A VGZ’/P). 
This should be a function of the informed trade frequency, the liquidity trade 
frequency, and [as shown in G’osten (1987a)] the transitory spread component. 

As a proxy for informed activity, we use insider ownership concentration 
(IC), detlned as the proportion of shares owned by legally defined insiders (top 
management and 5% reporters) and persons with an obvious relationship to 
top management. This information is collected from the firms’ proxy reports 
for the previous year. We tip ----t ‘&at the larger this variable is, the more likely 
it is that a trade is initiated by someone with information, and hence the larger 
the advers+seIection spread. 

If there are many shareholders, however, the probability that any trade is 
information related could be small even if insider ownership concentration is 
high We use the number of noninsider shareholders (NSH) as a proxy for the 
frequency of liquidity motivated trade. We expect that the larger the number 
of noninsider shareholders, the smaller should be the adverse-selection spread. 

Finally, the adverse-selection spread component should be positively related 
to the transitory spread component. The adverse-selection component is 
essentially the revision in expectations resulting from a trade. ‘I& wider the 
transitory spread, the less likely is a trade of any type, but especially a 
liquidity motivated trade. When the transitory spread is small, the relative 
frequency of informed trade should increase, and so should the adverse-selec- 
tion spread. Moreover, in the presence of a large transitory component, 
profitable informed trade can take place only if informed signals are very 
large. This also implies a large adverse-selection spread. Our second equation 
to be estimated is thus: 

A VGZ,‘P = b,, + b&/P + b21C + b3 NSH + c2. (9) 

Although the return standard deviation, insider concentration, and number 
of shareholders can reasonably be eassumed to be exogenous, the same cannot 
be said for the inverse average nw.mber of trades. We expect average number of 
trades per day to be negativeiy related to the total spread, since a large spread 
reduces the attractiveness of all types of trade. Rather than modeling the 
inverse of this average, we model the average itself as a function of the total 
proportional average spread, A VGSP/P = 2( q-,/P + A VGZ/P ), and the 
number of noninsider shareholders. The more shareholders there are, the more 



Table 3 

Estimates 
3.3). The 

obtained from cross-sectional regressions of the 4equation model (described in section 
first two equations of the model relate time-series estimates of the transitory and 

adverse+lection spread components to a set of predictors whi& it&u& proxies for security risk, 

adverse-selection risk, and trading activity. The transitory component is expected to increase with 
security risk (represented by the week@ stock return standard deviation) and with thin trading 
(represented by the inverse average number of trades per day). The adverse-selection componeut is 
expected to increase with the risk of informed trade (represented by insider concentration), 
decrease with the extent of Iiquidity trade (represented by the number of shareholders), zlld 
increase with the size of the transitory component. Two of these predictors, the average number of 
trades per day and the average vohune per trade depend on the spread components. Tke third and 
fourth equations model the joint dependency. The average number of trades per day is expected to 
decrease with the total size of the spread and increase with the number of shareholders. The 
average vohune per trade is expected to darease with the adverse-&&on component of the 
spread and increase with the average shareho1dings by outsiders. The system is estimated using 
three-stage nor&near least squares. The sample con&s of the first 250 NYSE common stocks 
chosen in alphabetical order by ticker symbol. Spread components for each stock are obtained 
from time series estimations of (2) with cl -I,-Oandig;o,oriag~~.~estocktinwseries 
each consist of 800 transactions starting on December 1,1981, with the daily opening transaction 

deleted. autos r-statistics are in parentheses. 

~~nr O~.~~ 

CO/P = estimated &au&tory spread component as a percent of average price, 
A VGZ/P = estimated iwhme-dection spread cdmpormt for a typical trade, computed as zi 

times the average vohnne per trade (measumd in thousands of shares) divided 
by pficc 

ANLVOL 
- average number of trades per day, 
= average volume per trade (in 1,OOOs of shares). 

Endogeu0ur lWria&s 

INVNT = inverse of the average number of trades per dq, 
A VGSP/P = the total average spread as a percentage of price, computed as twice the sum of 

co/P and AVGZ/P, 
UP = mimated adv~~~wtion spread component per 1,000 shares transacted, divided 

by price. 

Exogenous: variables 

WKSD = weekly return standard deviation in percent for the eleven mom&s prior to 
December 1,1981, 

IC = insider concentration ratio, defined as the perceutage of shares held by officers, 
directors, and 5% reporters with obvious relation to officers or directors, from the 
1982 proxy reports, 

NSH = number of shareholders (~ou~ds~ not in&ding those counted in IC, from 1982 
proxy reports* 

AH = average share holdings (thousands) of noninsiders. 

Dependent Endogenous variable Exogenous variable 

variable Constant INVlVT co/P AVGSP/P q/P WKED IC NSH AH 

G/P -3.34 1.24 4115 
( - 2.84)a (2.73)a @.:%)a 

A VGZ/P 0.0172 0.02j.f 0.~218 - 0.~105 
(4,48)a (3.71J8 (1.70) ( - 2.00)b 

NT 15.40 4.66 0.398 
(3.85ja (1.29) (6.38)a 

A VGVOL 0.848 - 4.49 0.813 
(21.74ja (- 9.411= (s.45ja 

aSignificant at the 1% level. 
bSignificant at the 5% level. 
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trades per day there should be. Thus, the third equation in our model is 

NT = c,, + c,AVGSP/P + c,NSH + es. 00) 

The last equation in our system models the average volume per trade, 
AVGVOL. It is not essential to the objectives of this subsection. Rather, it is 
included to demonstrate how trade size ‘ght depend on the spread. We 
model average volume per trade as a function of the relative adverse selection 
slope coefficient, zJP, and the average holdings by outsiders, AH. The larger 
the relative advemselection slope coefficient, the more costly are large trades 
in relation to small ones. We therefore expect average volume per trade and 
the relative adverse-selection slope coefficient to be negatively related. The 
larger are average outsider holdings, the more likely is it that liquidity-moti- 
vated trades will be large. We therefore expect average volume per trade and 
average outsider holdings to be positively related. The last equation in our 
model is 

AVGVOL = d,, + d&P + d,AH + e4. 

Table 3 reports the results of using three-stage nonlinear least squares to 
estimate the model. The signs of the estimated coefI&nts agree with the 
above discussion in every case but one - the coefficient of the total propor- 
tional spread is positive in the number-of-transactions equation. This estimate, 
however, is not statistically different from zero. Of the other estimates, all but 
one are significantly different from zero at the 5% level. The insign.i6cant_ 
estimate is the insider concentration eoeficient in the adverse-selection spr=d 
component equation. Perhaps information from which market-makers must 
protect themselves is related to superior analytical ability among some inves- 
tors rather than information obtained by legally defined insiders. 

Overall, we ffnd these results encouraging. The data are unable to reject this 
specification of the asymmetric information spread model. Although other 
models might be consistent with these results, we believe the evidence suggests 
that the adverse-selection component is at least one determinant of the total 
spread. 

4. conclusion 

We have presented a simple asymmetric infortnation *model in which the 
bid/ask spread is broken into a transitory component and an adverse-selec- 
tion component. The model was estimated using tx4saction price time series 
and the estimates were ana$zed in cross-sectional regressions. The results 
from the time-series analysis are unable to reject the hypothesis that the 
adverse-=sla UIL&ion component is positivve. me cross-sectional analysis is unable 
to reject related predictions of the asymmetric information theory. Spreads 
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appear to be determined to some extent by the exposure of market-makers to 
trader who are better informed than themselves. 

We should mention some of the limitations placed on us by the data. 
Although we implicitly treat every trade recorded by Fitch as independent, 
this dandy is not so. A large trade may include executions of several 
separate limit orders at different prices. They will be recorded as rate 
trades but this fact is not inch&d on the Fitch tape. Sensitive to this problem, 
Hasbrouck and Ho (1986) ignore trades that occurmd close in time. We do 
not, because not all close trades result from this process. In usiig all trades, we 
may bias upward our estimates of the adverse-selection slope coefficient, since 
tberewillbetimeswhara~ysmallttadeis~t~withala%e 
‘permanent’ price change. Some evidence gathered in the specification search, 
however, suggests that this may not be a serious problem. When we estimated 
a specification of the adverse-seleetion component that included a constant 
term, the constant was near xero and the slope estimate was not significantly 
smaller than that estimated for the restricted model. If there were many small 
transactions caused by the breakup of large orders, the constant would have 
been positive and the slope smaller. 

The inventory cost model cf Ho and Mac& (19843 and the asymmetric 
hlformation spread model w similar but not identical. As disciis& a’b~2;, 
spreads probably are determin& both by asymmetric information and by 
inventory considerations. Further research should combme these two effects in 
a more rigorous model than that postulated in eq. (7) as an adverse-selection 
speciflcation with an ad hoc inventory aiijustment term. Doing so will require 
much additional work, since the transitory and adverse-selection components 
of the spread interact. If inventory considerations cause bid or ask prices +X 
change, the inference problem faced by market-makers changes causing the 
adverse-selection part of the spread to change. 

The model and estimation procedures presented in this paper asslume that 
neither spread component changes through time. In reality, this is unlikely, 
especially near events that generate new information. Further research should 
estimate and examine spread components around such s&Scant events as 
earning announcements, dividend announ~ments, and takeover attempts. If 
spreads widen, as seems likely, it would be interesting. to see whether the 
widening is due to the adverse-selection compcnent, as the information 
asymmetry model would predict. 

Finally, our results showing that the spread is a function of trade ske have 
hplications for additional studies into the relation between transaction ssts 
and expected returns. Recent work by Constantinides (1986) and fidud and 
Men&son (1986) derive relations between expected returns a.nd liquidity 
measures. since an bportant aspect of liquidity is the ability to make large 
trades without affecting price, price-liquidity studies should exaiytie ilOt ~dy 
the width of the spread for a typical trade, but also how this changes witi 
trade size. 
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